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This EITF Snapshot summarizes the January 17, 2013, meeting of the Emerging Issues Task Force (EITF or “Task Force”).

Initial Task Force consensuses (“consensuses-for-exposure”) are exposed for a comment period upon ratification by the Financial 
Accounting Standards Board (FASB). After the comment period, the Task Force considers comments received and redeliberates 
the issues at a scheduled meeting in order to reach a final consensus. Those final consensuses are then provided to the Board for 
ratification.

After the January 30, 2013, FASB meeting, the official EITF minutes, including the results of the FASB’s ratification process, will be 
posted to Technical Library: The Deloitte Accounting Research Tool and to the FASB’s Web site. EITF Issue summaries also can be 
found on those sites. Also see the EITF’s official minutes and ratified consensuses, since they may differ from this publication.

Issue 11-A  Parent’s Accounting for the Cumulative Translation Adjustment  
 Upon Derecognition of Certain Subsidiaries or Groups of Assets  
 Within a Foreign Entity or of an Investment in a Foreign Entity
 Status: Final consensus.

  Affects: Entities that (1) sell a subsidiary or group of net assets within a foreign entity, (2) lose control of an 
investment in a foreign entity (e.g., by selling a controlling ownership interest in a foreign entity), or (3) 
remeasure an equity method investment in a foreign entity for a business combination achieved in stages.1 
This Issue does not address situations in which a cumulative translation adjustment (CTA) is released upon 
the sale of in-substance real estate or the conveyance of oil and gas mineral rights within a consolidated 
foreign entity.

 Background: If the functional currency of a foreign entity is different from its parent’s reporting currency, a CTA for the 
foreign entity would be recorded in accumulated other comprehensive income in the parent’s consolidated 
financial statements. 

  An entity with an investment in a foreign entity may sell2 a subsidiary or group of net assets that resides 
within the foreign entity3 and that (1) is a nonprofit activity or (2) meets the definition of a business in ASC 
8054 (referred to herein as “a subsidiary or a group of net assets”). There is diversity in practice regarding 
whether such an entity should recycle from accumulated other comprehensive income into earnings a 
portion of the CTA associated with the foreign entity when the sale does not represent the substantially 
complete liquidation of all the investments within the foreign entity.

  Some entities apply the decrease-in-ownership provisions in ASC 810-10, as amended by ASU 2010-02.5 
Under these provisions, the carrying amount of the former subsidiary’s net assets is derecognized when 
the sale occurs, including any equity components, and a gain or loss is reflected in earnings.6 Thus, using 
this method, the parent entity recognizes in earnings a portion of the CTA of the foreign entity that is 
attributable to the subsidiary or group of net assets that has been sold (even if the sale does not include 
substantially all of the net assets (investments) of the foreign entity). 

  Other entities apply the guidance in ASC 830-30, under which any CTA related to the foreign entity is 
released into earnings only upon the substantially complete liquidation of all the investments within the 
foreign entity or the parent’s sale of its investment in the foreign entity. Thus, in this case, if a subsidiary or 
a group of net assets is sold, the CTA is only released into earnings if the subsidiary or group of net assets 
represents substantially all of the investment in the foreign entity.

1 See ASC 805-10-25-9 and 25-10.
2 In this Issue, a sale includes the loss of a controlling financial interest as a result of the circumstances discussed in ASC 810-10 (see ASC 810-10-55-4A).
3 “Within the foreign entity” refers to selling the net assets of the foreign entity as opposed to selling the legal ownership “in the foreign” entity (i.e., shares).  
4 For titles of FASB Accounting Standards Codification (ASC) references, see Deloitte’s “Titles of Topics and Subtopics in the FASB Accounting Standards Codification.”
5 FASB Accounting Standards Update No. 2010-02, Accounting and Reporting for Decreases in Ownership of a Subsidiary — a Scope Clarification.
6 See ASC 810-10-45-5.

http://www.deloitte.com/assets/Dcom-UnitedStates/Local Content/Articles/AERS/Accounting-Standards-Communications/us_assur_Titles_of_Cod_Topics_Subtopics.pdf
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  This Issue was added to the EITF’s agenda to address the above-mentioned diversity in practice in an 
entity’s accounting for the CTA when the entity sells a subsidiary or a group of net assets within a foreign 
entity. In addition, during the FASB staff’s outreach activities for this Issue, the staff identified potential 
diversity in practice related to releasing the CTA into earnings when an entity (1) loses control of a 
consolidated foreign entity while retaining an equity or cost method investment in the foreign entity or (2) 
remeasures an equity method investment in a foreign entity because of a business combination achieved in 
stages (referred to herein as a “step acquisition”).

  The FASB staff observed that most entities release the entire amount of CTA into earnings when a parent 
loses control of an investment in a consolidated foreign entity (e.g., by selling a controlling financial 
interest) but retains an equity or cost method investment on the basis of the ASC 810-10 guidance 
discussed above. However, some entities do not release the CTA if the loss of control does not result in a 
complete or substantially complete liquidation of the investment in the foreign entity. 

  The FASB staff also found that most entities release the entire amount of CTA into earnings in a step 
acquisition involving an investment in a foreign entity, but that some may not release the CTA because they 
believe such a release is inappropriate when the investment in the foreign entity has increased.

  To reduce potential diversity in practice, the Task Force decided to also address these additional issues 
identified by the FASB staff.

 Summary: At this meeting, the Task Force reached a final consensus that the CTA is attached to the parent’s 
investment in a foreign entity and is released in a manner consistent with the derecognition guidance on 
investments in entities. Thus, the entire amount of the CTA associated with the foreign entity would be 
released when there has been a:

•	 Sale	of	a	subsidiary	or	group	of	net	assets	within a foreign entity and the sale represents the 
substantially complete liquidation of the investment in the foreign entity.

•	 Loss	of	a	controlling	financial	interest	in	an	investment in a foreign entity (i.e., the foreign entity is 
deconsolidated). 

•	 Step	acquisition	for	a	foreign	entity	(i.e.,	when	an	entity	has	changed	from	applying	the	equity	method	
for an investment in a foreign entity to consolidating the foreign entity). 

  This Issue does not change the requirement to release a pro rata portion of the CTA of the foreign entity 
into earnings for a partial sale of an equity method investment in a foreign entity.7

Effective Date
 and Transition:  The Task Force reached a final consensus that this Issue will be effective for public entities for fiscal years 

(and interim periods within those fiscal years) beginning on or after December 15, 2013. For nonpublic 
entities, the Issue will be effective for the first annual period beginning on or after December 15, 2014, 
and interim and annual periods thereafter. Early adoption will be permitted for both public and nonpublic 
entities. This Issue will be applied prospectively from the beginning of the fiscal year of adoption. 

  Next Steps: FASB ratification is expected at the Board’s January 30, 2013, meeting, after which a final ASU will be 
issued.  

Issue 12-B  Not-for-Profit Entities: Services Received From Personnel of an 
Affiliate for Which the Affiliate Does Not Seek Compensation

  Status: No final consensus reached (tentative decision reached).

  Affects: Not-for-profit entities (NFPs) that receive services from personnel of an affiliate8 and when the affiliate does 
not charge for reimbursement of its costs for these services.

  Background: Groups of affiliated NFPs under common control often share resources to achieve various common 
objectives. For example, an NFP may receive services from employees of an affiliated NFP. The services may 
range from those requiring specialized skills (e.g., those of an architect, doctor, accountant, or lawyer) 
to those that may not (e.g., more administrative functions). The services may or may not be under the 
direction of the receiving affiliated NFP (e.g., some “shared” human resource or information technology 
personnel services). 

7 See ASC 830-30-40-2 and 40-3.
8 The Codification Master Glossary defines an affiliate as “[a] party that, directly or indirectly through one or more intermediaries, controls, is controlled by, or is under common control 

with an entity.”
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  ASC 958-605 indicates that contributed services “shall be recognized if employees of separately governed 
affiliated entities regularly perform services (in other than an advisory capacity) for and under the direction 
of the donee and the recognition criteria for contributed services are met.” The recognition of contributed 
services is limited to those that (1) create or enhance a nonfinancial asset or (2) require specialized skills 
that the NFP would otherwise need to purchase. If these criteria are met, the contributed services are 
recognized and measured at fair value in the receiving NFP’s financial statements. If these criteria are not 
met, it is unclear, under U.S. GAAP, whether the services received should be recognized and, if so, how 
they should be measured. In practice, receiving NFPs have either (1) only recognized services that meet the 
criteria or (2) recognized all of the services that are provided by an affiliate.

  This Issue addresses how the receiving NFP should recognize and measure the receipt of services from 
personnel of an affiliate when the affiliate does not charge for reimbursement of its costs for these 
services.

  Summary: At this meeting, the Task Force deliberated its July 2012 consensus-for-exposure on this Issue. The 
following is a summary of the prior Task Force consensus-for-exposure that was discussed:  

•	 Scope — The scope is limited to services received from personnel of an affiliate. Therefore, personnel 
services received from all other entities will continue to be accounted for in accordance with the 
contributed services guidance in ASC 958-605.

•	 Recognition — An NFP should recognize all personnel services that directly benefit the recipient 
NFP, including certain “shared” personnel services (e.g., human resource or information technology 
personnel costs). 

•	 Measurement — The personnel services will be measured by using the donating entity’s actual costs 
for those personnel services. At a minimum, this should include all direct personnel costs incurred by 
the donating entity (e.g., an employee’s direct compensation and benefits).  

•	 Presentation — A business-oriented NFP that provides a performance indicator in its statement of 
changes in net assets will be required to present the offsetting entry of the personnel services outside 
of that indicator (i.e., as an equity transfer). NFPs that do not provide a performance indicator will not 
be subject to any new presentation requirements; however, presentation as a contra-expense or contra 
asset will be prohibited. 

  The Task Force tentatively decided to affirm its consensus-for-exposure as a final consensus; but decided to 
first ask the FASB staff to perform additional research on whether:

•	 The	Issue’s	scope	should	exclude	personnel	services	contributed	by	certain	affiliated	for-profit	entities	
or individual donors.

•	 The	Issue’s	recognition	guidance	should	be	limited	to	the	type	of	contributed	services	currently	
evaluated for recognition under ASC 958-605 (as described above). 

Effective Date
 and Transition:  The Task Force tentatively decided to affirm its consensus-for-exposure that this Issue would be applied 

prospectively; however, entities would have the option of using a modified retrospective approach. Under 
the modified approach, the Issue would be applied after the beginning of the earliest comparative period 
presented and beginning retained earnings (as of the earliest period presented) would not be adjusted. 
Early adoption would be permitted. The Task Force will discuss the effective date at a future meeting.

  Next Steps: The FASB staff will perform additional analysis and outreach and bring back this Issue for further 
deliberation at a future meeting. 
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Issue 12-D Accounting for Obligations Resulting From Joint and Several  
 Liability Arrangements for Which the Total Amount of the  
 Obligation Is Fixed at the Reporting Date
  Status: Final consensus.

  Affects: Entities that are jointly and severally liable with other entities, when the total amount of the obligation is 
fixed as of the reporting date. However, this Issue would not apply to obligations that are accounted for 
under certain Codification topics.9 

  Background: In a joint-and-several liability arrangement, the total amount of the obligation can be enforced against any 
of the obligors under the arrangement. An example would be a lending arrangement in which the lender 
can demand payment for the total amount of the indebtedness from any of the multiple parties (obligors) 
that are jointly and severally liable. Another example would be a situation in which multiple parties are 
jointly and severally liable for settled litigation.

  Some entities recognize the total obligation when they are jointly and severally liable. For example, if two 
entities are jointly and severally liable for $100 million in borrowings (assume that each entity had received 
only $50 million in proceeds), each entity would record a $100 million liability for the borrowing. Other 
entities would record something less than the total obligation, such as an allocated portion of the total 
joint-and-several obligation based on the amount that each of the joint-and-several parties agrees to be 
responsible for (i.e., its share of the total) plus any amounts that it is expected to pay on behalf of other 
co-obligors. In this example, that amount might be $50 million because each of the two entities received 
such an amount and agreed that the amount was its respective portion of the total obligation (and did not 
expect to pay more since the other party was creditworthy).

  This Issue addresses how a reporting entity should account for a joint-and-several obligation when the 
total amount of this obligation is fixed as of the reporting date. 

  Summary: At this meeting, the Task Force affirmed and clarified its July 2012 consensus-for-exposure that each 
reporting entity that is jointly and severally liable should measure its portion of the total obligation as the 
amount it has agreed to pay among co-obligors plus the amount an entity expects to pay on behalf of the 
other co-obligors, considering the measurement (not the recognition) guidance in ASC 450-20.  

  The Task Force decided to remove the proposed guidance that would have required an entity to apply 
ASC 460 when its primary role in an arrangement with a joint-and-several obligation is as a guarantor 
(as opposed to a co-borrower). Therefore, this Issue, not ASC 460, will apply to all obligations within the 
Issue’s scope.

  In addition, the Task Force affirmed and clarified its proposed disclosure requirements for joint-and-several 
obligations within the Issue’s scope. Entities will be required to disclose, among other items, a description 
of the joint-and-several arrangement and the total outstanding amount of the obligation for all joint 
parties. The disclosure requirements were clarified to permit aggregation of disclosures (as opposed 
to separate disclosures for each joint-and-several obligation) and to refer to the existing related-party 
disclosure requirements in ASC 850. 

Effective Date
 and Transition:  This Issue will be effective for public entities for all prior periods in fiscal years beginning on or after 

December 15, 2013 (and interim reporting periods within those years). For nonpublic entities, the Issue 
will be effective for the first annual period ending on or after December 15, 2014, and interim and 
annual periods thereafter. This Issue will be applied retrospectively to obligations with joint-and-several 
liabilities existing at the beginning of an entity’s fiscal year of adoption. Entities that elect to use hindsight 
in measuring their obligations during the comparative periods will be required to disclose that fact. Early 
adoption will be permitted.  

  Next Steps: FASB ratification is expected at the Board’s January 30, 2013, meeting, after which the final ASU will be 
issued. 

9 This Issue does not apply to obligations accounted for under ASC 410, Asset Retirement and Environmental Obligations; ASC 450, Contingencies; ASC 715, Compensation — 
Retirement Benefits; or ASC 740, Income Taxes.
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Issue 12-F Recognition of New Accounting Basis (Pushdown) in Certain  
 Circumstances
 Status: No consensus reached.

 Affects: Acquired entities that issue stand-alone financial statements. 

 Background: Currently, there is limited U.S. GAAP guidance on determining when an acquiring entity can establish a 
new accounting and reporting basis10 in the acquired entity's stand-alone financial statements (commonly 
referred to as “pushdown” accounting). ASC 805-50-S99-1 through S99-4 contain pushdown accounting 
requirements for SEC registrants. Under this guidance, pushdown accounting is (1) prohibited when 
80 percent or less of an entity’s ownership is acquired, (2) permitted when between 80 percent and 
95 percent is acquired, and (3) required when 95 percent or more is acquired. However, because only 
SEC registrants are required to apply this guidance, there is diversity in practice in how nonpublic entities 
or non-SEC registrants apply pushdown accounting. There is also diversity in practice when between 80 
percent and 95 percent of an SEC registrant has been acquired, because pushdown accounting is optional 
in such cases. 

  This Issue addresses (1) whether an acquired reporting entity should establish a new accounting basis in 
its stand-alone financial statements as a result of a change in its ownership from a transaction or other 
event and if so, (2) the level of change in ownership at which the new accounting basis should be required 
(i.e., upon obtaining control11 of an acquired entity or upon obtaining substantially all12 of the controlling 
financial interests in an acquired entity). 

 Summary: At this meeting, the Task Force requested that the FASB staff perform additional outreach regarding the 
potential accounting alternatives the Task Force was asked to consider.

Effective Date
 and Transition:  The Task Force will discuss the transition and effective date of this Issue at a future meeting. 

 Next Steps: The FASB staff will perform additional outreach and bring back this Issue for further deliberation at a future 
meeting.  

Issue 12-H Accounting for Service Concession Arrangements
 Status: No consensus reached (tentative decision made).

 Affects: Entities that enter into service concession contracts with a public-sector entity13 to operate the public-
sector entity’s infrastructure.  

 Background: Some public-sector entities enter into contracts with private-sector entities (referred to herein as “operating 
entities”) to manage the operation (the operating entity may also manage construction, maintenance, or 
both) of the infrastructure (such contracts are referred to herein as “service concession contracts”) that is 
used to provide public services (e.g., airports, roads, bridges, hospitals). 

  Unlike IFRSs, the guidance in U.S. GAAP does not specifically address the accounting for service concession 
contracts. Depending on the terms of the contract, some operating entities account for these contracts 
as leases. In the absence of clear U.S. GAAP guidance on this issue, other operating entities account for 
their rights in service concession contracts as intangible assets, financial assets, or both (in a manner similar 
to the principles in IFRIC 1214). The financial accounting results can differ according to the accounting 
guidance that the operating entity applies.

  This Issue addresses how an operating entity should account for a service concession contract with a 
public-sector entity. Specifically, the Task Force was asked (1) whether an operating entity should account 
for a service concession contract as a lease and, if not, (2) whether an operating entity should account for 
its rights in a service concession contract by recognizing intangible assets, financial assets, or both. 

10 This typically involves the application of business combinations guidance and recognition of assets and liabilities at their fair values.  
11 The Codification Master Glossary defines control as “[t]he possession, direct or indirect, of the power to direct or cause the direction of the management and policies of an entity 

through ownership, by contract, or otherwise.” 
12 The Codification Master Glossary defines the term “substantially all” as 90 percent “[i]n the context of the concepts underlying the classification criteria of Topic 840.”
13 The FASB staff’s EITF Issue Summary indicates that “[a] public sector entity includes a governmental body or a private sector entity to which the responsibility for the service has been 

devolved.”
14 IFRIC Interpretation 12, Service Concession Arrangements.
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 Summary: At this meeting, the Task Force reached a tentative decision that entities entering into a service 
concession contract with a public-sector entity to construct, operate, or maintain the public-sector 
entity’s infrastructure should apply the guidance in this Issue when the public-sector entity both (1) 
“controls or has the ability to modify or approve what services the operating entity must provide with the 
infrastructure, to whom it must provide them, and at what price” and (2) “controls, through ownership, 
beneficial entitlement, or otherwise, any residual interest in the infrastructure at the end of the term of the 
arrangement.”

  In addition, the Task Force reached a tentative decision that this Issue only applies to service concession 
contracts for the primary functionality of a public-sector entity’s infrastructure. Therefore, similar contracts 
with a public-sector entity for services that are ancillary to the entity’s infrastructure (e.g., a gift shop in a 
hospital) or outsourced internal services are generally viewed as revenue arrangements that are outside the 
scope of this Issue.

  The Task Force also tentatively decided that an operating entity should not account for its rights under 
a service concession contract within the Issue’s scope as a lease. Rather, an entity would account for its 
rights under the contract as intangible assets, financial assets, or both. 

  The Task Force asked the FASB staff to draft the proposed ASU on the basis of its tentative decision so that 
the Task Force can evaluate the sufficiency of the Issue’s scope, recognition, and measurement guidance 
before reaching a consensus-for-exposure. 

Effective Date
 and Transition:  The Task Force will discuss the transition and effective date of this Issue at a future meeting.

 Next Steps: The FASB staff will perform additional outreach and bring back this Issue for further deliberation at a future 
meeting. 

Issue 13-A Inclusion of the Fed Funds Effective Swap Rate as a Benchmark  
 Interest Rate for Hedge Accounting Purposes
 Status: Consensus-for-exposure.

 Affects: Entities that apply hedge accounting. 

 Background: In both fair value hedges and cash flow hedges, ASC 815 permits entities to designate the risk being 
hedged as a change in fair value or cash flows that is attributable to the variability in the benchmark 
interest rate.15 Currently, ASC 815 defines the benchmark interest rate as either (1) a rate on direct 
obligations of the U.S. Department of the Treasury (UST) or (2) the London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR) 
swap rate.16 

  Since the start of the credit crisis in 2008, the demand for instruments exposed to interest rate changes 
based on the Fed Funds Effective Swap Rate or Overnight Indexed Swap Rate17 (collectively referred to as 
OIS) has increased. This increase in demand for instruments with OIS exposure has occurred for various 
reasons, including greater volatility in the spread between LIBOR and OIS. For example, spreads widened 
during the credit crisis of 2008 and during the more recent European financial crisis. Some U.S. market 
participants look to OIS as a more stable short-term rate that better reflects the basis for their own cost of 
funding. The ability to designate OIS as a benchmark hedge could reduce or eliminate accounting hedge 
ineffectiveness as entities look to use OIS products for hedging strategies.       

  This Issue addresses whether the Fed Funds Effective Swap Rate should be included as a benchmark 
interest rate under ASC 815.

 Summary: At this meeting, the Task Force reached a consensus-for-exposure that, like UST and LIBOR, the Fed Funds 
Effective Swap Rate is a benchmark interest rate in the United States.

Effective Date
 and Transition:  The Task Force reached a consensus-for-exposure that entities would apply this Issue prospectively; early 

adoption would be permitted. The Task Force will discuss the Issue’s effective date at a future meeting.

15 The Codification Master Glossary defines “benchmark interest rate” as, in part, “[a] widely recognized and quoted rate in an active financial market that is broadly indicative of the 
overall level of interest rates attributable to high-credit-quality obligors in that market. . . . In theory, the benchmark interest rate should be a risk-free rate (that is, has no risk of 
default).”

16 See ASC 815-20-25-6A.
17 Calculated from the Federal Funds Effective Rate (FFE) , the OIS rate is a fixed rate swapped for a variable overnight rate.
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 Next Steps: FASB ratification is expected at the Board’s January 30, 2013, meeting, after which the proposed ASU will 
be exposed for public comment. 

Issue 13-C Presentation of a Liability for an Unrecognized Tax Benefit When  
 a Net Operating Loss or Tax Credit Carryforward Exists
 Status: Consensus-for-exposure.

 Affects: All entities that have a liability for an unrecognized tax benefit and a net operating loss (NOL) or tax credit 
carryforward related to the same tax jurisdiction. 

 Background: A liability for an unrecognized tax benefit18 sometimes does not result in settlement of a cash payment 
with a tax authority because the liability is settled by reducing an available NOL or tax credit carryforward 
within the tax jurisdiction. Under U.S. GAAP, there is no explicit guidance on presentation of this liability, 
which has led to diversity in practice. Many entities apply an approach that the FASB has proposed in its 
responses to technical inquiries about this topic. Under this approach, an unrecognized tax benefit should 
be presented as a separate liability (i.e., on a gross basis) in the statement of financial position unless the 
unrecognized tax benefit “is directly associated with a tax position taken in a tax year . . . that resulted in 
the recognition of an NOL carryforward for that year,”19 in which case the liability would be presented on 
a net basis. However, some entities believe that an unrecognized tax benefit should be presented net of 
a deferred tax asset for an NOL or tax credit carryforward “when the uncertain tax position would, or is 
available to reduce the NOL or tax credit carryforward under the provisions of the tax law.”

  This Issue was added to the EITF’s agenda to address this diversity in practice. 

 Summary: At this meeting, the Task Force reached a consensus-for-exposure that an unrecognized tax benefit 
should be presented as a reduction of a deferred tax asset for an NOL or tax credit carryforward (rather 
than as a liability) when the uncertain tax position would, or is available to, reduce the NOL or tax credit 
carryforward under the provisions of the tax law.  

Effective Date
 and Transition:  The Task Force reached a consensus-for-exposure that entities would apply this Issue retrospectively; early 

adoption would be permitted. The Task Force will discuss the Issue’s effective date at a future meeting.

 Next Steps: FASB ratification is expected at the Board’s January 30, 2013, meeting, after which the proposed ASU will 
be exposed for public comment. 

Administrative Matters
The EITF’s next meeting is scheduled for March 14, 2013, and the date of its September meeting was changed to September 13, 
2013 (from September 12, 2013). 

The FASB chairman added Issue 13-B, “Accounting for Investments in Tax Credits,” to the EITF’s agenda in November 2012 (in 
addition to Issues 13-A and 13-C, which were discussed during the January 17, 2013, meeting).

18 The Codification Master Glossary defines “unrecognized tax benefit” as “[t]he difference between a tax position taken or expected to be taken in a tax return and the benefit 
recognized and measured pursuant to Subtopic 740-10.”

19 That is, an NOL carryforward has not yet been used. 
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